
PRIVATE PLACEMENT PROGRAM FROM €1M (ONE MILLION 
EURO)Capital/Funds Guaranteed*

FROM €1M (ONE MILLION EURO)

1. General Information: 

1.-Minimum: 1m euros .  Maximum: 500m euros
2.-Period: 14 months . Only Top 25 banks.

3.-Profit : 25% monthly

4.-Block Assets/ Funds: SWIFT 760 for Cash-Funds and Swift 542 For Financial 
Instruments.( The trader Only accepts: BGs, SBLCs, MTNs, Bank Drafts and Cash).

*INVESTORS CAPITAL/FUNDS WILL BE GUARANTEED BY TRADERS BANK WITH FULL BANKING 
RESPONSIBILITY.

2. Procedure:

a) Personalized Analysis
Our team of economists and lawyers will at all times be responsible for advising the 
client in a detailed and personalized manner. Depending on the clients assets, each 
case will be studied independently and the best way to proceed will be proposed with 
the key intention of completing the operation successfully.
Advice at all stages of the process: From the explanation of this kind of financial 
opportunity and  how yields rise to the required banking and corporate documentation 
that the client should provide to be later presented at the Traders Office.Possibility of 
carrying out any kind of face meeting in Madrid (Spain) or, if not possible, traveling to the city 
where the investor is. This last option will be available depending on the characteristics of the 
clients assets.

b) Documents Required
The client must provide all required documentation for the submission of the operation 
at the Traders office:

 SET Complance-CIS: After the initial contact with the client and after studying 
the viability of the operation, the client will be provided with the compliance set 
(Set of documents) for its proper completion and signature. 

 http://www.economists-lawyers.com/models_cis.htm  

 Passport: DIN-A4 size and in any of the following formats: PDF, JPG, BMP or 
PNG.

     

http://www.economists-lawyers.com/models_cis.htm


 RWA 799/760    http://www.economists-lawyers.com/models_rwa.htm

 Proof of Funds: All banking documents must be manually signed by two bank 
officials currently in charge of the client's account. Electronic signatures will not 
be accepted.IMPORTANT: We do not accept any kind of procedure that prohibits 
all telephone calls from bank to bank, since this is necessary to verify and ensure 
that we are dealing with a real signer of the account.

               http://www.economists-lawyers.com/models_pof.htm

    

c) Düe Diligence and Asset Verification
Once the operation is submitted at the Trader's office, we will immediately proceed to 
the verification of the assets and the realization of the "Düe Diligence" (under study for 
acceptance) of the client and the submitted assets. The client must not be connected 
with the mafia, drug traffic, weapons, or any other illegal activity. Also, the asset must be 
good, clear, clean, with a non-criminal origin and must be freely available for the client.

d) Program Manager Contact
Once the previous inquires are successfully completed, within a maximum of 48 hours, 
the Program Manager will contact the client directly by phone. The aim of this call, in 
addition to the Program Manager's formal presentation, is to inform the kind of program 
the client will have access to and resolve all the doubts or questions that the client may 
have.

e) Available options to block the Funds:

 Swift MT-799 & MT-760: The client´s bank issue a Swift MT-799 & MT-760 to 
the bank details reflected in the Trading contract. The beneficiary of the Swift will 
be the Trader´s Company. SWIFT 760 for Cash-Funds and Swift 542 For 
Financial Instruments.( The trader Only accepts: BGs, SBLCs, MTNs, Bank 
Drafts and Cash).

*INVESTORS CAPITAL/FUNDS WILL BE GUARANTEED BY TRADERS BANK WITH FULL BANKING 
RESPONSIBILITY.

*The Traders Bank will issue, in return for the SWIFT MT 760, a so-
called "Repatriation Guarantee" (SWIFT MT 769 for investments from 
20m ) or SIWFT MT 199 for less than 20m ) which guarantees, under 
full bank responsability the return of the client's principal, free of liens 
and encumbrances, at the end of the blocking period.



     

http://www.economists-lawyers.com/models_pof.htm
http://www.economists-lawyers.com/models_rwa.htm


f) Signature Trading Contract:

Once the client and the Program Manager agree on the blocking way and clarify every 
possible matter that may arise on the conversation, the client will be offered two options 
to sign the Trading Agreement:

 Signing the Trading Contract via email and later, when the signing for the 
opening of the customer's account takes place, the ratification of the Trading

Agreement will be performed before the Trader.

 * Client and the Trader agree day and time to sign the Trading Contract in person. 

Once Trading Contract is signed and the assets is blocked, within a maximum of 10 
banking days will start the private placement program.

     


